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LONGEVITY IN ANCIENT ITALY
T The most obvious and the least understood, perhaps, of
all the phenomena of existence is life, and one of the most
interesting of the aspects of this phenomenon is its length.
The ancients in thinking upon this subject divided the natural
life of an individual into periods, some closely or roughly de-
pendent upon natural divisions and some on astrological beliefs.
The simplest and most natural of these divisions is the division
of life into two periods, youth and old age. (1). No one, ancient
or modern, fails to notice the marked, almost pathetic, contrast
between the bouyancy and vigor of youth and the heaviness and
weakness of old age. Many passages in ancient literature, both
in philosophical essays and in poetry, reveal the reflections of
the ancients on old age, the predominant notes being the pleasures
of a scholarly old age which may come as the result of a well-
ordered life, and the displeasing features of old age without
study, beset with bodily ills and the fear of death. Such reflec-
tions are expressed in Cicero's essay De Sene@tute_i in the philo-
sophical work of Iuncus, - nr^pl y^pu/f, in that of Musonius,
-rt- ^^Lo-rbir- y-n pui s js^oSt-o-r- t and in that of Phavorinus,
jntfLy-Af^ (3), oJ~> ^ &~Ar^ ^^f^T^
1. F. Boll: Die Lebensalter in Neue Jahrbucher fur das Klassiche
Altertum. Gesotiichte und Deutsche Literature 1913,
p. 93.
3. The last three are excerpted by Stobaeus in his Florilegium ,
Meineke's Edition, Vol. IV, pp. 68 ff.
TajZjju^^ } L XK ~~ ____
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Beginning with this simple division into two periods,
other divisions were made into periods numbering from three to
twelve. The Romans seemed to have thought of an ordinary life
as one of five periods of fifteen years eaoh. Tacitus speaks of
fifteen years as grande mortalis aevi spat ium , (1) , and Varro (3)
in speaking of the reason why men did not vote after they were
sixty years of age
,
says that then they are entering the quintus
gradus , *the fifth period 1 when they should be free from public
business.
Solon (3) recognizes ten periods of life of seven
years eaohA the numeral most commonly used, however , for the
periods of life is seven. The foundation for this mode of di-
vision (4) seems to lie in the number of the planets, the sun
being considered a planet and the earth necessarily excluded.
According to this scheme of division (5), the first four years of
a person's life were governed by the moon, the years from five to
fourteen, by Mercury; from fifteen to twenty-two, by Venus;
from twenty-three to forty-one, by the Sun; forty- two to fifty-
six, by Mars; fifty-seven to sixty-eight, by Jupiter; and sixty-
nine to death, by Saturn. The relation of the significance of
the names of the planets to these periods of life is in most
1. Agrioola 3.
2 « De Vita Populi Romani II quoted by Nonius, p. 533.
3, Solon 37.
4« Die Lebensaltsr
. p. 113*
5. _id^_, pp. 131, 133,
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cases readily seen. The basis for the length of the periods (l)
lies in astronomical calculations which it seems irrelevant to
discuss in this connection.
The conception as to what constitutes old age varies
somewhat as the conception of normal longevity varies. In his
De Senectute , Cicero allows himself the freedom of naming as
senes some men who were barely fifty, as for example, Scipio
Africanus and Cyrus the Elder, king of Persia. The great ma-
jority of those, he cites as senes , however, lived to be seventy,
eighty, and even ninety years of age, so that the conception of
old age among the Romans seems to have been very similar to the
modern one. Solon (2) speaks of eighty as the normal limit of
a man's life, and the Psalmist of the Hebrews (3) of seventy,
so that in general it seems just to infer that the ordinary span
of the lives of the ancients was nearly equal to that of the
people of modern times. With regard to extremely great age,
it may be noted that after mentioning a number of people of
fabulous age whom others had recorded, Pliny (4) says quae
omnia inscitia temporum accidarunt , 'all of which happened on
account of their ignorance of time'. On the other hand, with
regard to reasonable old age, it may be noted that on the
inscriptions which I have examined, recording age above seventy
years there is no special mention of the length
1. Die Lebensalter
, pp. 133, 133.
3. Solon 30.
3. Ps. 90, 10.
4, Pliny, Natural is Historia, VII, 155
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of life made which would lead one to think that moderately great
age was uncommon. On only one of these inscriptions is any men-
tion made of the health of the person, (l).
An example of the many myths which become attached to
old age and to aged people, as well as a semi-fabulous indication
of the ancient idea of longevity, is the statement made by
Lactantius (3) that after the flood, the limit of man's life was
made one hundred and twenty so that longevity might not be a
reason for the contrivance of evil.
When we consider the characteristics of old age, both
desirable and undesirable, and also its mystical character, again
we see the similarity between the ideas of the Greeks and Romans
and ideas which still lie deeply rooted in the minds of men*
Cicero in his essay De_ Senectute, speaks very tersely of old age
as cursus certus aetatis et una via naturae
,
'the fixed race of
life and the one path of nature' (3), He reoognizes here the
universal principle of growth, maturity and decay, and elsewhere
(4) in this same essay, he speaks of old age as quam ut adipi s-
cantur omnes optan
t
, eandem accusant adeptam , 'that which all
desire to reach, but reproach when they have reached it'.
Among the ancients, as is still true, especially among
poorly educated persons, old age seems to have a mystical
1# . I, L. XIV, 3540: Q,. Oosidius Zosimus Vixit ValUit Ann. C,
3. Institutions II. 13.
3 » De Senectute 10, 33,
4, id«* 2, 4.
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character which easily lends itself to myth. Examples of this
in modern times will readily occur to the mind of the reader.
Let us note a few examples among the ancients. Philostratus (1)
tells us that the inhabitants of Gadeira which was situated in
the farthest part of Europe were excessively given to religion;
so much so that they set up an alter to old age and unlike any
other race, they sang hymns in honor of death. The myth of
Tithonus (3) is noteworthy in this connection as illustrating
the desire for long life as well as the mythical character of
old age. Another mythical senex is Nestor who, Homer (3) tells
us, lived through three generations.
As examples of fabulous old age, we may also note
these. Josephus (4) says that in very ancient times people
lived a thousand years. Phlegon of Tralles (5) says that the
Sibylla Erythraea lived not much fewer than a thousand years,
and Annacus (6) was said to have lived three hundred yearsJust
before the flood.
Since longevity seems to have been an attainment so
greatly desired, the question naturally arises as to how it was
to be reached. Cicero (7) gives two means by which it may be
1. Life of Apollonius V, 4.
3. w. Smith's JiicjU. of Greek and Roman Bip^ra^ aj^ Mythplpjgy.,
Vol, III, p. 1156.
3. tliiiA. I, 350 ff.
4. Antid . 1, 4.
5. lELEi tf<*KF°$'ujV' (Muller F. H. G. Vol. Ill, p. 610).
6. Steph. Byz. s.v. *X w> v-cov,
De Senec tute_ll , . 35, 36.

attained and old age enjoyed; viz,, temperate physical life and
keen intellectual and spiritual life. Old age must be fought
like disease with moderate exercise and just the proper amount
of food to invigorate, not to oppress the bodily strength. Like-
wise attention and exercise must be constantly given to the
intellectual life ( mens et animus , as Cicero calls it) in order
that these powers may not be lessened as old age approaches.
rnL. We have accounts of peoples who lived long from
various causes, some of them entirely mythical and some no doubt
containing germs of truth. We are told that the Hyperboreans, (1]
a people in Pallene, were long-lived and also that they were a
just people and strict vegetarians. In regard to the extreme
age of the Serae (3) (three hundred years), it is said that some
attributed it to the air, some to the land, and some to the
reasonableness of their food. The statement is added that the
whole tribe drank water. The Egyptians, Assyrians, Hindus, and \
Magi (3) were said to be long-lived because of the reasonable-
ness of their diet. Perhaps the most curious examples of reasonfil
given for long life are those assigned for that of the Chaldeans
and Corsicans. Of the former (4) it is said that they used
barley bread in order to make their sense of sight acute and
that thus their other senses were acute longer than those of
other men. The Corsicans (5) were said to be long-lived be-
1. flwnell,. Cults of the Greek States , Vol. 4, p. 100.
2.
3.
4.
5. HTfeph. Byz. s. v. vQS.
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cause they always used honey.
rather
After considering these/ curious examples of long-lived
peoples, we turn now to some instances of long-lived individuals,
especially those whose great age did not prevent them from taking
part in publio affairs. The most of these are historical. In
the first place, it seems worthy of note that Phlegon of Tralles
(1) gives a list of sixty-eight men and women from the registry of
Roman citizens in Italy who lived one hundred years. One of the
most famous examples of a long life, but probably a mythical one,
is afforded by Arganthonius (3), king of Tartessus in Spain, who
is said by Herodotus to have lived one hundred and twenty years
and to have ruled eighty years. Three of the Roman kings (3) are
said to have lived to be over eighty years of age, Tarquinius
Superbus living beyond ninety years p-r e ppQTgr*.. Among other
long-lived kings of antiquity whom we might mention, Artaxerxes
(4), living eighty-six years, and Ptolemy, eighty- four, are per-
haps two of the best known. There were examples of long-lived
individuals among the emperors (5) as well as among the kings.
Augustus lived to be seventy- seven years of age, and Antoninus Pius,
seventy-five. Gorgias (6), the sophist of Leontini, ended his life
by abstaining from food when he had reached the great age of one
1. tt£pl /Vfo<Kpo/?'«>Tr t (Mtlller F. H. G. Vol. Ill, pp. 608-609.)
3. Pauly-Wissowa,
_
Rea^8^cyclO£adie-> !LlI» Arganthonios.
3. Lucian, M« /< p q/jf , * 8.
4. id., 13.
5. F. G. Moore in the introduction to his edition of the De.
Senectute , p. 54. Among other things, this introduction in-
cludes a biography of M. Porcius Cato, a list of the men cited
as senes in De Senectute, of the lives which connected the age
of Cato with that of Cicero, and of examples of old age from
the time of the Roman Empire.
6. Lucian . A]<*. *p o'/3>ot ,33.
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hundred and two years. Upon being asked the reason for his age
accompanied by sound faculties, he replied that he had not allowed
himself to be carried away by the banquet ings of others. Plato (l),
-the pupil and auoooaaor of Ariototlo, lived to be eighty-one years
of age. Although he reached the age of one hundred and four years,
Hieronymus (2), the historian, lacked nothing in the intelligent
use of his faculties.
One of the senes whom Cicero especially mentions in his
essay De Seneotute is Appius Claudius Caecus (3), who when he was
advanced in years, prevented the Romans from making a disgraceful
treaty with Pyrrhus, the king of Epirus. M. Porcius Cato (4), one
of the best known of ancient senes , since he is the principal
speaker in Cicero's De Seneotute, took an active part in Roman
affairs up to within a few months of his death, which occurred
when he was eighty-five years of age. As an old man he began the
study of Greek. (5). It is said of L. Caecilius Metellus (6), a
centenarian who had been an augur twenty-two years, that neque in
saorificiis faciendis tremula manu ges3it . Q. Mucius Scaevola (7),
an augur who lived to be over seventy-one years of age, as an
1. Luc ian, 21.
3 • id
.
, 33
.
3 « De Seneo tute 6, 16; 11, 37.
4, Moore's introduction, p. 33.
5« De Seneotute 8, 36,
6. Val. Max. 8, 13.
7. Moore's introduction, p. 53
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old man directed the legal studies of Cicero and Atticus. The
greatest scholar of his day and its most distinguished example of
a happy and industrious old age was M. Terentius Varro (l), who
lived during the years from 116 to 37 B, C.
Atticus (3), who always remained one of Cicero's
closest friends, lived to be seventy-seven years of age. c. Asinius
Pollio, the orator, poet and historian, and Annaeus Seneca, the
rhetorician, both (3), lived long and distinguished lives. Tiro (4),
the freedman and secretary of Cicero, completed a full century of
life.
Not to recount here the longevity of the Hebrew patri-
archs, two senes (5) in the beginning of the Christian era are
worthy of note. Paulus, the first hermit, lived to be one hundred
and thirteen years of age, and Antony, a hermit also, to be ninety.
We have mention made of several women of antiquity who
lived to a great age. Terentia (6), the wife of Cicero, lived one
hundred and three years, and Livia (7), the wife of Augustus, lived
to be over eighty years of age, Valerius Maximus mentions Livia
Rutili (8), who lived ninety-seven years, and Clodia Aufili, who,
although she had lost fifteen sons, lived to the great age of one
hundred and fifteen years.
1. Moore's introduction, pp. 52-53.
3, id
. , p. 53.
3. id.
, p. 53.
4. ibid.
5. Hier., Vita Pauli, 7.
6. Moore's introduction, p. 53.
7. Val. Max.
,
8, 13,
8. ibid.
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This collection of aged persons gleaned from the great
number which have been preserved to us lead3 us to conclude that
comparatively great age was not uncommon among the ancients,
m. Longevity especially among the ancient Romans may be
considered, however, from a more exact and statistical viewpoint.
Probably the earliest attempt at mortality calculations among the
Romans which we have is a partial table of life expeotancy given in
connection with Ulpian's comment on the Falcidian law (l) regarding
inheritances. It was to be used as a basis for calculating annui-
ties to be paid to the heir3 of an estate. Up to the age of twenty
year 3, annuities were to be calculated for an expectancy of thirty
years; i.e., up to twenty years the expectancy of life was to be
considered as thirty years.
35 years, annuities were to be calculated for 38 yes
30 it n tt n n n 35 it
35 ii n it it N ii 33 n
40 ti n tt it It n 30 tt
41 n it tt tt It it 19 n
43 n tt it tt It n 18 it
43 n n tt n It ti 17 tt
44 ti ti n n tt it 16 tt
45 ii it ti it It it 15 tt
46 it tt tt n tt tt 14 ti
47 ii n tt n tt n 13 n
48 it n II !1 tt It tt 13 n
49 it it It n It ti 11 tt
50 it n 11 ti H ti 10 n
55 it tt n n tt ti 9 «
60 it it tt it It n 7 tt
70 tt tt tt n tt it 5 it
Hildebrand (3) remarks that this table must have been calculated
upon some statistical basis, because of its statutory character.
1. T. Mommsen, Digesta Iustiniani August i XXXV, 3, 68.
3, B. Hildebrand, Die amtliche Bev^lkerungsstatistik im alten Rom
in Jahrbucher far Nat ionalftkonomi e und Stati stik, Vol. VI,
1866, pV 91.
I
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It is interesting to note that as far as the curve (See Diagram I)
representing this table goes, it follows the general direction of
the curves for the United States, although the expectancy of life
is approximately ten years less throughout the greater part of the
Faloidian curve than it is in the United States curves.
The data given in the following discussion have been
compiled from the sepulchral inscriptions in Volumes IX, X, XI,
and XIV of the Corpus Inscriptions Latinarum, the volumes which
include the inscriptions of all Italy except the city of Rome,
and those of Sicily and Sardinia. In Volume X, there are also
the inscriptions of Corsica, but as there is only one (Vol. X,8339)
of these which contains a definite statement of the length of life
it must be excluded. A few inscriptions in which the meaning or
the age were doubtful have also been excluded. From the data
which the inscriptions afford as to the annual deaths of both men
and women, the number living annually has been calculated, and
thence the annual expectancy of life has been derived according
to the actuarial formula £ + J^L^iL— , 1 meaning the number
!x
living. As an example of the way in which this formula is applied,
I find the expectancy of life for males in Latiura at the age of
one year thus. I begin with a population of 436, this being the
total number of deaths recorded on the inscriptions from Latium
which can be used in these calculations. Between the years and
1, twelve died leaving 414. Between the years 1 and 3, 33 died
leaving 393, and between the years 3 and 3, 33 died leaving 369.
Therefore, the expectancy of life at the age of one year is
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£ 4 392 4 3§f.
1
= i 4 8385 30.75, that is, the num-414 414
ber of years of living to be done is divided by the number of per-
sons alive to do it, and the -| is added to express the fractional
part of a year more than the whole number of years which one may
expect to live* Male and female expectancy has been calculated
separately and also that for the different regions of Italy and
for Sicily and Sardinia as will be noticed from the tables.
For the purpose of comparing the expectation of life in
ancient times with that in modem times, I have used tables of
life expectancy for the male and female population of the United
States (1). The data in these tables have no doubt been
smoothed before publication, and this in part explains the great-
er regularity of the curves for the United States than of those
for the Italian districts, as shown in the inscriptions. Moreover
the data for the United States are based upon a much greater num-
ber of cases, the figures of four census enumerations having
been used in their compilation; while the data for Italy have
been compiled from the comparatively few sepuphral inscriptions
extant. The numbers of inscriptions from Latium; Aemilia,
Etruria, and Umbria; Campania; and Bruttium, Lucania, Calabria,
and Apulia are sufficient, I think, to make the results fairly
reliable. The numbers from Sicily; Sardinia; and the Samnites,
Sabines and Picene territory, are not sufficiently large to make
the results accurate, tut nevertheless they are interesting as
1. System and Tables of Life Insurance, Levi W. Meech (actuary
in charge ) , Revised edition (1898T, pp. 358 and 359.

r
far as they go* Whether or not it is on account of the paucity
of the inscriptions from Sardinia, I can not say, but the expect-
ancy of life there does not seem to bear out the fact often men-
tioned in literature (l), that it was considered an unhealthful
place in which to live.
It has been pointed out by Dr. W. R. Macdonell (3), who
has made a similar study of the inscriptions of the city of Rome
and the provinces of Hispania, Lusitania and Africa, and by a re-
viewer in the Berliner philologisohe Wochenschrift (3), that the
sepulchral inscriptions preserved probably record the deaths of
the better class of people at Rome, especially well-to-do freed-
men and slaves, who could afford such burial. This fact, it would
|
seem, ought to make the statistics compiled from these inscriptions
the more reliable, because it excludes the very poor who may have
died on account of too heavy work or a lack of proper living con-
ditions, but it includes the middle class which as a rule i3 the
strongest part and is also likely to be a majority of the popula-
tion,
1. e.g. Ibmporilus Mela II, 7, 19, Sardinia ... ceterum fertilis,
et soli quam oael i meliori3 , atque ut fecunda ita paene
pestilens.
3. On the Expectation of Life in Ancient Rome amd the Provinces,
of -Hispan ia, "Lusitania, and Africa , in Biometrika, Vol. IX,
Parts III and IV, pp. 366-380. Dr. Macdonell mentions a paper,
which he has been urtable to see, published by A, de Marchi on
the average duration of human life in antiquity based on Vol.
VI of the C. I. L. As he suggests, the statement in the
B. Ph
. W. that it was published in the Atti del l 1 Accademia
di Padova. 1903 is incorrect. I have also been unable to con-
sult the pa^er but the correct reference to its publication is
j
given in the Jahresbericht ttber die Fortschri t t e der klassischai
j
Altertumawissensohaf
t
, Vol. CXXVIII, 1905, p. 308: A.de Marchi,
Cifre di MortalTta nelle Iscrizioni Roman e
f
in Rendiconti ^ d. R.
iKstit. Lombafdo di sc. e lett., N.S. XXXVi, 18.
3. B. Ph. W
. 1904, S. 604-606; Antike Sterblichkeitsstatistlk.
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Several predominant characteristics of the expectancy
curves for Latium; Aemilia, Etruria, and Umbria; and Campania
(See Diagrams I, II and III) are noted which tally with those of
the curves of Dr. Macdonell. In the first place, there is to be
noted the piling up of the number of deaths at the years which
are multiples of five, especially after the twenty-fifth year.
In this connection, it is worthy of note that the census
figures of the United States show the same irregularity, of which
an investigation was made in the following manner. From the
figures of the 1910 census (l) all those between the ages twenty-
three and sixty- two were noted (the years between which there is
the greatest irregularity at the ages which are multiples of five;,
One- fifth of this number was taken and then compared with the
number recorded whose ages fell in those years between twenty-
three and sixty-two which are multiples of five. The latter was
found to be 130.1 per cent of the former, for males, 130 per cent
and for females, 130.3 per cent. These percentages were compared
with like percentages in other countries, as was the illiteracy
in the United States with that in those same countries. Moreover
such percentages as given above were calculated for different
classes of people in the United States; such as, native born,
foreign bom, colored, etc. , and also their illiteracy was noted.
The general conclusion was that the percentage of concentration on
the years which were multiples of five conformed to the percentage
1. The Thirteenth Census of the United States, (1910) Vol. I,
pp. 391-393.
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of illiteracy, and that therefore, the principal cause of in-
accurate replies to age inquiry was ignorance, I think we may
oonclude that the same cause was principally effective in caus-
ing the concentration at the ages which are multiples of five
on the inscriptions. This irregularity always present in the
United States statistics, does not appear in its curves because
of the smoothing process mentioned above. It is worthy of
attention that contrary to modern figures, with the exception
of the years from seventy-five to eighty-five, females in Italy
had a lower expectancy of life than males. Accurate reasons
can not be assigned for this, although Dr. Macdonell suggests
that the low expectanoy which he found among married women after
the twenty-fifth year might be due to the early age at which they
married.
The low expectancy of life in Italy between the years
one and fifty as compared with that in the United States for the
same period is very noticable and is perhaps to be attributed to
a greater relative frequence of mortality in the diseases of
childhood and early adult life, such as tuberculosis. Between
the years fifty and sixty in Latium, sixty and seventy in Aemilia,
Etruria, and Umbria, and fifty-five and sixty-five in Campania,
the expectancy is most nearly the same for Italy and the United
States. Beyond these years, except in the case of women in
Campania, ancient expectancy is greater than modem. As
Dr. Macdonell points out, this is to be expected on account of
the severe selection indicated by the low expectancy in the
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earlier years of life. In this connection it is to be noted that
of the three set3 of curves given, that for Latium shows the lowest
expectancy in the early years of life and also the greatest of the
three in the years between fifty and sixty-five. The unhealthful-
ness of certain parts of Latium mentioned in literature is probably
the. cause of the seeming insalubrity of the whole region as
indicated by its expectancy curves. Strabo (l) says the territory
of Ardea, the regions between Antium and Lanuvium even to Pometia,
the territory around Setia and certain parts around Tarracina and
Circaei were marshy and not very healthful. Martial (3) and
Seneca (3) both refer to the unhealthfulnes3 of Ardea as proverbial
In general the low land along the sea and at the foot of the
VolsOian Mountains 3eems to have been unheal thful; while the rest
of the province was salubrious and productive. Cicero speaks of
Rome as in regione pe3tilenti salub ris, (4), a statement which
indicates the unhealthfulness of at least part of Latium, but
which seems to have been true for Rome only comparatively speaking,,
because Rome too was unhealthful, as we learn from other sources(5)L
1. Strabo V, p. 331.
3. Martial IV, 60: Ardea solstitio Castranaque rura petantur
Qui que Cleonaep. sidere fervet ager.
3, Seneca, Ep. 105: Tu taman sic audias censeo lata praecepta ,
quomodo si... qua ratione bonam valetudlnem in Ardeatlno
tuersris.
4, De Re Publica, II, 6.
5, Horace, Ep^ I, 7. 1-9. Fronto, De Aquis Urbi3 Romas £ 88,
in speaking of benefits of increased water supply in Rome says:
Causae gravioris caeli cmibus apud veteres urbis infamis aer
fuit sunt remotae.
Friedlander, Sittengeschioht e Roms* 1, 39 ff.
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The comparison of both the male and female expectancy
of life at birth in the United States (which is the average age)
with that in the Italian districts and Sicily and Sardinia may
be worthy of attention. In the first place, we note that in all
the Italian districts and Sicily and Sardinia the life expect-
ancy of women at birth is less than that of men; while in the
United States the reverse is true. Then too it is to be noted
that the life expectancy at birth in the United States is great-
er than in any of the districts for which statistics of ancient
times are given, this being due to the higher expectancy of the
United States during the years^one to fifty which was mentioned
above* .Sardinia, contrary to expectation, has the highest
average of all the places except the United States; while Latium
has the lowest. Aemilia, Etruria, and Umbria (Northern Italy)
and Bruttium, Lucania, Calabria, and Apulia (Southern Italy) have
relatively high expectancy at birth; while Campania, the
Samnites, Sabines, and the people of Picenum, and Sicily hold
a middle place in their average age*
The depression in the female curve for Latium (See
Diagram I) between the years fifteen and twenty-five and its
subsequent rise are due to the much larger number of deaths
reoorded during those years than during the next fifteen years.
Such an erratic upward course as the female curve for Aemilia,
Etruria and Umbria (See Diagram II) takes at the year eighty-
one is due to a lack of deaths reoorded from the years eighty
to ninety-four, and it must be conceded, I think, that the
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expectancy curves although fairly accurate through most of their
course, decline somewhat in probability with the smaller numbers
upon which they necessarily rely toward the end of life. The
sustained height of the male curve for Campania from sixty years
onward is due to the several deaths recorded at intervals especially
from the year eighty-five up to the last one at the year one
hundred and twenty-three. It may be said in regard to the inscrip-
tion which records death at this great age (Vol. X, 5990) that its
accuracy is suspected just as such an age would be suspected today,
but since it is clearly preserved on the stone as one hundred and
twenty-three, we do not have sufficient reason to do otherwise than
to accept it.
There is no increase in the expectancy of life between
the years zero and five in Aemilia, Etruria, and Umbria or Campania
as there is in the United States, and the increase in Latium during
these years is very slight. This is to be explained not, I think,
by a lower degree of infant mortality in ancient Italy than in the
United States, but by the relatively smaller number of infant
deaths recorded on the Italian inscriptions than in the United
States figures.

19.
Conclusions.
The evidence of the inscriptions seems to show that in
ancient Italy there was:
1) A low expectancy of life between the years zero and
fifty as compared with that of the United States for the same
period; an expectancy comparing favorably with that of the
United States in middle life; and, beyond middle life, an expect
ancy greater than that in this country.
3) A lower expectancy of life for women than for men,
contrary to United States statistics*
3) The lowest expectancy of life in Latium and among
the Samnites, Sabines and the people of Picenum, and therefore
probably the most unhealthful climate or living conditions in
those regions*
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Explanation of Tables and Diagrams:
Tables I and III give the figures of the numbers
living and the annual deaths for males and females respectively
in the United States and in the different regions of Italy and
Sicily and Sardinia. Tables II and IV give the figures of the
expectancy of life in these same places. Red ink is used through-
out for the United States and bl*ek ink, for the Italian regions
and Sicily and Sardinia,
Diagram I shows the curves representing the expeotancy
of life in Latium and in the United States, Diagram II, in
Aemilia, Etruria, and Umbria and in the United States, and
Diagram III, that in Campania and in the United States. The
lines in blue ink represent male expectancy of life, those in
red, female. The broken line on Diagram I is the curve indicated
by the table of life expectancy given in connection with the
commentary upon the Falcidian law regarding inheritances noted
above. Diagram IV shows Dr. Macdonell's curves for expectancy
of life in the city of Rome and the provinces of Hispania and
Lusitania and Africa, the green ink being used for Latium, the
red, for Hispania and Lusitania, and the blue, for Africa.

(TABLE I) M A L E 21.
1
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
living living living living living living living living
United Latium Aemilia Campa- Samni- Brut- Sicily sarai-
Age States Etruria nia um tium nia
Umbria Sab ini Lucan i
a
Picenum Cala-
bria
A-nnl 1 a.
;
10C000 4oD 51 7 7R5 244 401 78 116
1 ft ft ft. c83805 512 774 243 400 78 116
3 r> ft a *i i78431 Ova 50R 751 235WWW 395ww w 76 114
3 75619 ^RQ 502 732 232WwW 387 74 113
A 73840 49 5 712 22 R ^79O 1 W 72 110
5 f2532 ART R93 221ww X ^72W 1 W 73 108
6 r 155» A77 678 21 4 3R0 71 106
7 70 f fO Www 4RR 666 207 349WTV 69 105
8 07QW ( X) 457 649 19RXo o 342 67 103
9 wbw 451 633WWW/ 193Xw w 333w 65 103
10 coi Rri wob 449 614 1 P,QXO w 329w 63 101
11 CQOflfiDooUO w4 r 442 605UvV 187XO I 31
R
wX O 63 100
13 w4w 4^5 599WW w 1 R4 ^1 4 63 99
13 OObUO 230 4??*xw& 1 R3 ^07 59 95
14 R7QP1 218 420 585uO w 1 7fi 299W»7 w 55 93
15 R7R**1 2Uo 40Q 577 1 R9XvJ Z? 293www 53 93
"i ft16 r7ti nO i OXv 302 AOA 562 1RR 2RR 53 91
17 RRQ45 IOC195 551WW*X 1 58 2R4 50 88
18 RR51 7 188 ^RRODD 537 147X *X ! 275W I w 46 86
1 ft*19 RR01QO vjw Xw loU ^RRODD 519 1 ^2XWW 2R0 43 86
30 65436 170 354 507 133 350 40 85

(TABLE I) 'MALE 22
ttumber Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
living living living living living living living living
United l»atium Aemilia Campa- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardi-
Age States Etruria nia Sabini tium nia
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
31 64837 163 333 485 113 338 36 83
23 64338 157 332 474 108 335 36 83
33 63631 150 306 458 100 337 36 83
34 63017 144 299 443 91 323 36 81
35 63414 136 289 438 82 218 36 81
36 61813 133 275 403 69 211 33 78
37 61313 131 365 391 68 208 33 76
,38 60614 117 259 380 60 203 32 76
39 60015 110 354 363 59 197 33 76
30 59417 106 351 358 55 196 33 76
31 58818 95 335 338 49 178 30 71
33 58218 90 337 317 48 175 30 69
33 57617 89 319 309 43 174 30 67
T A34 57014 o? 314 oUU A T4:1 1 Aft169 30 65
35 56409 87 313 298 40 168 39 65
36 55800 78 195 271 35 151 38 58
37 55188 74 188 260 34 149 37 57
38 54571 74 181 251 31 146 36 56
39 53949 73 176 339 28 144 35 56
40 53331 73 175 237 28 140 35 55
41 52687 57 153 196 27 115 33 44
43 53044 54 147 193 37 112 33 44
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(TABLE I) M ALE
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
Age living living living living living living living living
United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardin-
States Etruria ia Sabin
i
tium ia
Umbria Picenum Luoania
Calabria
Apulia
A T43 54 T A A144 191 25 110 22 44
A A44 OU r OA 53 141 T ft185 35 108 21 43
45 52 136 T ft ft182 35 108 21 43
A C46 48 130 160 34 102 19 43
47 too (
o
47 117 155 34 101 19 43
48 44 117 >i ft149 34 98 19 43
48 4.79'Xft 44 116 141 33 97 18 43
50 43 115 J.38 33 97 18
41
51 rr«j > CtO 35 ft ft99 114 18 81 13 39
52 4.4.0.4.**, 33 99 113 17 81 13 27
53 ttj,00 33 98 "i 1 1111 16 81 13 27
54 tO O ww 33 93 105 16 80 13 27
55 42440. 33 90 ft ft99 16 80 13 26
56 30 83 ft n87 16 R7D f 10 25
57 tvU 29 75 ft c85 15 64 10 24
58 Oo ( 11 39 71 83 14 63 10 34
59 OOf oc 27 69 ft ft82 14 60 10
33
60 ^7727o i (of 27 67 ft ft82 14 58 10
33
61 36683 25 57 57 14 47 7
18
I
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(TABLE I) MALE
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
living living living living living living living livind
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sar-
States Etruria ia Sabini tium dinia
Umbria Pioenum Luoania
Calabria
Apulia
ftp.o» oDOUo 9Aere 57 54 14 45 6 18
DO PA 56 54 13 45 6 18
RA m too 00 54 52WW 13 44 6 17
R^ OoXOO 9**00 50 51 13 43 6 17
RRDO ouyux 570O 43TTW 47 13 37 5 14
R7 OOCOO do 42 AR 12 37 5 13
bo cools 31 30.oc ARrrO 12JLW 37W i 5 13JLw
OS <>oy f o 31 A^ 10 36WW 5 13w
/ U 31 3ft A^to 10 36WW 5 13JLW
f 1 ovi i oio41oo 9R OX 8w 26WW 4 7
73 33747 19 36 30 8 36 4 7
73 31388 19 33 39 7 35 3 7
74 198J.5 18 33 39 6 34 3 6
75 18333 18 31 38 6 33 3 6
76 16850 16 16 35 5 18 3 4
77 15376 15 16 34 5 18 3 4
78 13930 14 16 34 3 18 3 4
79 13493 14 15 33 3 17 3 4
80 11107 14 14 33 3 17 3 3
81 9773 10 10 14 3 5 3
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(TABLE I) M ALE
dumber Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
"L i vino* living living living living living
—
>
living living
Age United Lat ium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
Etruria ia Sabin
i
Is ium
Umbria Pioenum Luoania
Calabria
Apulia
R2,00 oouu
_
—
10 10 14 2 5 2
R^ f«5Uo 9 10 14 3 4 2
R4 fil RR 9 8 14 1 4 2
RR uiDD 9 8 13 1 4 2
Rfi 9 5 10 1 2 1
37 **421 9 5 10 1 2 1
RR P7Hfim rw 9 5 10 3 1
RQ 9 5 10 3 1
9 5 10 2
•*
1
Ql9X ilDO 5 1 8 2 1
QR 4 8 3 1
R79 4 6 2 1
s*± 388 4 5 2 1
QC 251 4 5 2 1
155 1 5 2
•
1
y r 92 1 3 2 1
98 52 1 3 1 1
99 28 1 3 1 1
100 14 1 3 1 1
101 7 3 1
103 3 3 1
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(TABLE I) MALE
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
living living living living living living living living
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardin
States Etruria ia Sabini tium ia
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
103 2 1
104 3 1
105 3 1
106 3 1
107 3
108 3
109 3
110 3
111 3
113 3
113 a
114 2
115 1
116 1
117 1
118 1
119 1
130 1
131 1
132 1
133 1

27.
(TABLE I) W ALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
Age United Latiuw Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
16195 12 5 11 1 1 o ft
1 5374 22 aD 33 8 5 2 2
2 2812 ,23 4 19 3 ft 2Ml 2
3 1779 20 7 20 6 aw 2 2
4 1308 23 14 n ft19 5 7• o 2
5 980 18 4 15 7 12AIB 2
6 773 15 9 12 7 12 2 1
7 648 14 11 17 9 6u o 2
8 536 10 6 16 5 9 2
9 435 13 2 19 4 4 2 2
10 352 9 7 ft9 2 11 1 1
11 314 5 7 6 3 4 1
12 291 12 13 8 1 7 3 4
13 282 12 2 6 7 8 4 3
14 290 10 11 8 7 6 3
15 321 6 5 15 3 7 1
16 365 7 10 11 8 2 2 3
17 428 7 8 14 11 9 4 2
18 507 8 18 18 15 15 4 ft
19 574 10 14 12 9 10 2 1

38.
(TABLE I) MALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annu
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deat
Age United Latiura Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sard
States Etruria ia Sabini tium ia
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
30 599 7 31 33 10 13 4 3
31 609 6 11 11 5 3
33 607 7 16 16 8 8 1
33 604 6 7 16 9 4 1
34 603 8 10 14 9 5
35 601 13 14 35 13 7 3 3
36 600 3 10 13 1 3 1 3
37 599 4 6 11 8 5
38 599 7 5 17 1 6
39 598 4 3 5 4 1
30 599 11 16 30 6 18 3 5
31 600 5 8 11 1 3 3
33 601 1 8 8 5 1 3
33 603 Q 5 9 3 5 nw 3
34 605 3 3 3 1 1 1
35 609 9 17 37 5 17 1 7
36 613 4 7 11 1mm 3 1 1
37 617 7 9 3 3 1 1
38 633 1 5 13 3 3 1
39 638 1 1 3 4 1
40 634 15 33 41 1 35 3 11

29.
(TABLE I) M ALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
State 8 Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia

30.
(TABLE I) M ALE
Annual Annual Annual Annuax iuinuax A r\ y»iia1iUlXlUdi.
deaths A a £j + Vi a.eel u ns deaths deaths A + V> a d Pfl "fcVi ftv*CCb u llo deaths deaths
Age United Lax lum Aemilia Campan- OfflJillilUlIi SI oi lv
States Etruria ia XlUHi
ricenurn Luoania
Calabria
Aiaiil i £.
— —
61 1080 1 3 2 1
62 1117 1 1
63 1157 1 2 2 1 1
64 1194 4 1 1
65 1334 7 4 1 6 1 3
66 1273 1 1 c 1
67 1309 2 3
68 1346 1 1 2 I
69 1380
70 1410 1 12 14 2 10 1 6
71 1436 1 1
72 1459 3 1 1 1 1
73 1473 1 1 1 1
74 1483 2 1 1
75 1482 2 5 3 1 5 1 2
(O 1474 1 1
77 1456 1 2
78 1437 1 1 1
79 1386 1 1 1
80 1335 4 4 9 12 2 1
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(TABLE I) MALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Pioenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
81 1272 c
83 1198 1 1
83 1114 2 1
84 1023 1
85 924 3 3 3 1
86 831
87 715 1
88 613
89 513
SO 417 4 4 3
91 331 1 1
93 355 3
93 191 1
94 137 Q
95 96 3
96 63 3
97 40 1
98 24
99 14
100 7 1 1
101 4 c
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(TABLE I) MALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
,ge United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sahini tium
Umbria Pioenum Luoania
Calabria
Apulia
102 3 1
103
104
105
106 1
107
108
109
110
111
113
113
114 1
115
116
117
118
119
130
131
133
133 1

33.
(TABLE II) M .k L E .
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
Age oi Hie of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
United Latium Aemilia Campan- Saranium Brutti- Sicily Sardinia
Etruria ia Sab in i um,
Umbria Picenum Calabria
Apulia
Lucani
a
41.01 21,15 33.60 Oft fto39,98 2^ 2fi
T O OA32,30 PQ 2ft 37.79
1 47.83 ft ft m r*30,75 31,91 Oft / A39 .4:0 22 35
n o o pft Pftoo« OO 36.79
2 50.08 30,89 T Oft31,29 Oft Oft39 , 39 22. 10 30,66
pft m 36.42
3 50.93 31,16 30, 53 Oft AT39 , Uo 21 . 37
TA Oft30,29 P7 7R 36.07
4 51.14 31,34 nn ft39 ,9© OO OA3d , 84- 20 93
OO fto39 .93 Of. 91 35,71
5 51.05 21,81 Oft OO29, 8io O O CI3o. ol 20.39
Oft /I o39, 4r PP. M»D« Ol 35.37
6 50.74 33,06 Oft AO29,08 O O OA3o.34 20-04
oft yi yi39 ,44 P R RP.oOi OO 35,02
7 50.39 32,16 O O CI3o.ol 27 7A 19. 70
Oft A 139. 43 PR filOD. Ol 34.35
8 49.75 33,35 OO Oft28. 39 wit 40 19 58
ft ft ft A38.94 o D. OO 34.01
9 49.13 33,06 or? cc37,66 P7 T *7 1Q 07
ft ft m n28.71 OK 1 TE3D, lo 33.01
10 48.44 33,15 36, 78 PP. OR
ft ft ft c28.05 PA Q13<t, «?1 32.65
11 47.68 31,94 Off T ft36, 19 oD , OD
ft ft ft n28.01 P A TSA34:. oO 31.98
12 46.90 31,38 ft on25,61 3d. OX 1 R Q4ID . C *x
ft r? *? ft37,36 O *Z TCA3o , o\j 31,29
13 46,10 21,47 ft ^
rr ft35,36 OA QR 26,97 23.46 31.59
14 45,38 31,63 ft A CA24, 50 OA OA 1 R P>4 26,68 24.13 31,60
15 44.46 31,64 24, 15 Do 1 R 27 26,22 24.50 30,60
16 43.69 31,37 ft ff A A23,44 P 1 A(2d , 14 1 4 R4. 25,84 23.50 29,93
17 43.93 21,02 ft 1 /"NO23.02 OO 14 25 25,02 23.42 29,94
18 42.20 20,78 22,49 no T <76(5 • 1 f 1 4 2ft 24.83 24.41 29.62
19 41.52 20,68 32, 56 14 ft4 25,23 25.69 28.62
30 40.87 20.87 22,44 21,43 14.89 25.22 25.95 27.95

34.
(TABLE II) MALE
i
Expect- TPvn&o +—
.
ill Cv u —-J ^ w w w "Fxriect—J-jrfVJj*wv w
ancy ancy ancy ancy oi ancy ancy oi ancy Q r* \Tcuicy
ox in e ci xn
e
of life life o i Hi
e
T * -Pa of life OI 1116
Age United T £3 + uvnLaXlUnl Aemilia Campan- oainniuiii rslu u— oicny oarcinia
O + o 4r a cs jLtruna ia OoDllll t ium
Umbria Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
31 40.25 20.75 22.82 21.38 15.17 ?R 4.7 27 77 37.62
22 39.63 20.52 22.58 20.86 14.85 24. 78 26 77 36.63
23 39.00 20.46 22.74 20.57 15.00 24-64 25.77 35,93
24 38.37 20.29 22.26 30.30 15.43 24-07 24.77 35,35
25 37.73 20.45 22.01 19.95 16.07 23 61 23. 77 34,35
26 37.09 21.56 23.11 20.16 18,00 23-38 24.89 34,16
27 36.46 20,91 21.92 19.76 17,26 22-71 24.65 33.78
28 35.81 20.61 21.42 19.32 18.50 22 . 26 23.65 33.78
29 35.16 20.89 20.83 19,20 17.80 21 -92 22 .65 31.78
30 34.51 20.66 20.07 18.46 18.06 21-03 21.65 30.78
31 33.86 21.99 20.41 19,10 19.21 . 11 32.06 31.21
32 33.10 22.19 20.11 18.75 18.60 21 4.P£>1 . ^fcC 31.06 30.81
33 32.54 21.43 19.82 18.22 19.70 30.60 30.06 20.42
34 31.88 20.43 19.28 17.75 19.64 30.19 19.06 20.03
35 31.22 19.89 18.45 16.87 19.13 19.31 18.70 19.03
36 30.55 21.12 19.02 17.50 30.78 30.43 18.35 20.37
37 29.88 21.24 18.71 17.22 30.38 19.70 18.01 19.62
38 29.22 20.24 18.41 16.82 31.30 19.09 17.69 18.96
39 38.55 19.51 17.92 16.64 33.53 18.35 17.38 17.96
40 27.88 18.77 17.02 15.77 31.53 17.86 16,38 17.28
41 27.31 22.58 18.40 17,97 31.31 30.63 17.54 20.47
_ !

(TABLE II) MALE
Expect- Exoeo+i— Fxt)pot- LLtA USWWW Exdpc t— Expect— ExDeot— ExDect—
ancy cuiu y cuiuy cixioy cuxoy cxxiv/ y oxivs y clxio y
of life of 1 i. feui i li of Tiff of lifeUl Ills of lifeUi 111C of life of lifeUl 1117 of lifeVl ill
V
Age uni x eoi. JjCfc L J. UJU /iCI'lX X la \j cUIl^ictXl OCulUXX Lull J~>X U. u Sirilv
States IL 1>X lu XS* XCL DcLUXXIX u X UXU
uinux xct XT XOCIlUiil Lucania
Calabria
r i 1 i rr — I i i
Apulia
42 26.54 23.81 18.13 17.34 30.31 30.17 16.54 19.47
43 25.87 31.81 17.50 16.43 20.90 19.53 15.54 18.47
44 25.20 21.31 16.86 15.93 19,90 18.88 15.36 17.89
45 24.53 30,61 16.46 15.19 18,90 17.88 14.36 16.89
46 23.86 31,39 17.59 16.31 18.66 17.91 14,71 15.89
47 23.20 30.73 17.03 15.71 17.66 17.08 13.71 14.89
48 22.53 31.11 16.03 15.33 16.66 16.59 13.71 13.89
49 21.87 30.11 15.16 15.17 16.37 15.75 13.38 13.89
50 21,23 19*57 14.39 14.49 15.37 14.75 11.38 12.50
51 30.56 23.93 15.53 16.43 18.50 16.57 14.57 16.46
52 19.93 33.38 14.52 15.57 18,55 15.57 13.57 16.64
53 19.37 33.38 13.66 14.85 18.68 14.57 13,57 15.64
54 18.63 31.96 13.37 14.67 17.68 13.75 13,58 14.64
55 18.00 30.96 12.80 14.53 16.68 13.75 11,58 14.19
56 17.37 31.33 12.83 15.46 15.68 14,13 13.80 13.74
57 16.75 31.05 13.15 14.81 15,70 13.76 11,80 13.29
58 16.13 30.05 12.86 14.16 15,78 13.97 10,80 12.29
59 *t r* ^
mm15.53 30.50 12.22 13.32 14,78 13.60 9.80 11.80
60 14.93 19.50 11.57 13.33 13,78 12.01 8.80 10.80
61 14.34 30.03 13.51 16.51 13,78 13.71 11.35 13.66

36.
(TABLE II) MALE
>
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect
ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
oi me oi life of life of life of life of life of life of lif
tee United Latium Aerailia Campan- Sarinium Brut- Sicily Sardin
4» /» <X> y^,btates Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Calabria
Lucan i
a
Apulia
13 .76 iy • oo 11.51 16.40 11 7ft 13.30 13.16 1 1 ftftXX. OO
OO 13.19 TO O Ttlo • oO 10.71 15.40 XX. OO 13.30 11.16 T A ftftXO. 00
ftA04 13 .63 T Q C7lb • OO 10.09 14.98 T A ft Cxv. oo 11.56 10.16 T A Oft10.3b
ft K.OO 13 .08 If. OO 9.86 14.36 Q ftp;57 . OO 10.83 9.16 y «3b
ftft 1 1 K.A
-LI • Or* 1 ft ft"2lo* Oo 10.38 14.43 Q A1 11.50 9.90 T A T 4-io. it
ft7O i T T AT11. 01 T C ftTf10* 00 9.61 13.73 ft A1O . rfcX 10.50 8.90 Q OOy • co
COOb T A CA10.50 T ft A7lb. r 9.33 18.73 7 A1 9.50 7.90 O OOo.oo
by 1 A AA10 . 00 T C AOlD.O f 8.55 13.01 7 ft 8.75 6.90 7 OOl . OO
OA
rO Q K1y .oi T Jl AO14.07 7.55 11.01 ft fiO. O 7.75 5.90 b.oo
OTfl Q AAy . o* T T O C13. 75 9,80 14.75 7 *X7 9.53 6.35 T T T C11.35
oo O COo .Do T ^ /I /I13. 44 8.80 14.33 ft H7• O f 8.53 5.35 T A IE10.35
o 'z
( 3 O T To . 10 13.44 8.89 13.70 ft OI 7.86 5.83 A V C9.35
O /I O OA
r . (
TO T T13.11 7.89 13.70 ft 1ft0. xo 7.16 4.83 A 19.83
o c
r 5 r ,<oo 11.11 7.59 13.14 R 1fto. xo 6.45 3.83 O 6 78.83
ro ft Q Qb ,GC "IT AT11. 43 8.81 13.54 E. 1O. X 7.11 4.5 T O AA13.00
77 6 .49 11.16 7.81 13.04 A T4.
1
6.11 3.5 11.00
78 6.11 10.93 6.81 11.04 5.5 5.11 3.5 10.00
79 5.75 9.93 6.33 10.5 4.5 4.38 1.5 9,00
80 5.41 8.93 5.64 9.5 5.5 3.38 .5 10.83
81 5.08 11. 30 6.7 14.38 4.5 9.30 e. 15.00
83 4.77 10.30 5.7 13.38 3.5 8.30 14.00

37.
(TABLE II) MALE
Expect- Expect- Expect- ExDect— Ext)ect— Expect- Expect-
ancy cuicy ancy ancy CUlw j ancy ancy
of life Cif "M fp of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United T ftf ^1ijctxium Aemilia Campan- Xjx IX u SicilvOlwlljf Sardin ia
States Etruria ia OtXU XII
X
+ 4 l im
V. X UXU
Umbria Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
83 4.47 10,38 4.7 13.38 3.5 9.35 13.00
84 4.18 9,38 4.75 11,38 3.5 8.35 13.00
85 3.91 8.38 3.75 11.11 3.5 7.35 11.00
86 3.65 7.38 4.7 13.3 1.5 13.0 30.5
87 3.41 6.38 3.7 13.3 .5 13.0 19.5
88 3.18 5.38 3.7 11.3 0. 11.0 18.5
89 3.96 4.38 1.7 10.3 10.0 17.5
90 2.76 3.38 ,7 9.3 9.0 16.5
91 2.56 4.70 ,5 10.5 8.0 15.5
92 3.38 4.75 0, 9.5 7.0 14,5
93 3.31 3.75 11.5 6,0 13.5
94 3.06 3.75 13.7 5,0 13.5
95 1.91 1.75 11.7 4.0 11.5
96 1.78 4,5 10.7 3.0 10.5
97 1.65 3.5 16.5 3.0 9.5
98 1.54 3.5 15.5 3.5 8.5
99 1.43 1,5 14.5 1.5 7.5
100 1.35 ,5 13.5 .5 6.5
101 1.19 0, 12.5 0. 5.5

38.
(TABLE II) MALE
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
of life of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
102 1 11 4. R
1 fi o • o
XOiv
1 OR 1 R
lUo 17 C• O
"i An107 1 ?. ' AV.
i ao108 III V
109 10
110 Q
111 fi
113 7
113 6,0
114 5.0
115 8.5
116 7,5
117 6.5
118 5.5
119 4.5
120 3.5
131 2.5
133
133
1.5
.5

39.
(TABLE III) IT r U » tJli H A ii IT
Number
living
As"& Uni "hPii
States
Number
living
Latium
Number
living
Aemilia
Etruria
Umbria
Number
living
Campan-
ia
Number
living
Samnium
Sabin i
Pioenum
Number Number
living living
Brut- Sicily
tium
Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
Number
living
Sardinia
100000 369 313 468 116 353 36 70
1 86570 364 313 466 116 353 36 70
3 81348 349 307 460 110 347 36 69
3 78410 341 399 447 107 341 33 68
4 76551 337 395 439 105 334 31 67
5 75331 318 390 436 105 335 39 67
6 74553 313 386 415 104 333 39 67
7 73900 306 380 403 100 333 39 67
8 73348 300 374 397 97 316 39 67
9 193 370 385 95 314 38 67
10 71998 187 365 379 94 306 37 67
11 71434 181 359 375 93 304 37 64
13 70985 175 354 367 85 304 36 63
13 70701 173 349 360 85 197 36 63
14 70498 166 341 349 83 194 36 63
15 70394 159 334 345 78 189 35 61
16 69976 148 335 335 74 185 35 61
17
69579
130 330 338 71 177 34 60
18 69033 137 313 311 60 173 34 60
19 68455 130 304 387 56 165 34 58

40.
(TABLE III) FEMALE
TJ"nm"hptll LUil Cw X "Ml 1YV1 "V\A T* Number Number li \JUUUwA Number Numbe 7* Number
living X 1 v Xllg living living 1 -\ ttA rn crXXV xng. 1 i vino* livinac living
As?e United T + 4 nm1k3»T; lWIi Aemilia Carapan- Clown 1 nrvi "Rrn t— Sicilv fa.rd.in ia
States Etruria ia Del (J XII JL
\Jlll U JL XCv Lucania
Calabria
. _ . . ..
Apulia
30 67864 116 197
..
378 51 161 34 56
31 67267 105 185 359 46 155«kww 31 55
33 66650 95 179 350 44 153 30 53
33 66014 90 169 337 35 147 30 51
34 65330 88 154 333 33 143 19 49
35 64633 79 146 308 31 138 19 49
36 63937 70 139 184 37 138 18 48
37 63333 67 130 176 34 L33 17 45
38 63551 60 119 168 33 130 16 44
39 61874 53 117 156 19 119 15 39
30 61304 50 110 146 19 118 15 38
31 60535 43 96 131 17 106 14 36
33 59865 39 93 118 16 105 14 35
33 59195 35 88 111 14 101 14 33
34 58533 35 85 109 14 99 14 31
35 57841 33 83 108 I* 98 14 30
36 57144 36 75 100 13 86 11 29
37 56446 36 75 95 13 84 10 38
38 55748 35 68 94 13 83 10 37
39 55049 35 67 91 13 80 10 37

41.
(TABLE III) TP M A THi Ni A Li ITa
Number Ni innV> a t* iM mil ww j> AM UUllL/ w X Nl1TYl"hATam ujii yj w x Truro"ha t*iM Mill W w A. Numb at Numberam mu k/ v «*»
living 1 1 Tfl T1CP living living XXV XAig XXV Xilg, XXV Xilj^ T 1 t?1 no*XXV Xllrp
Age United T .Q 4> -5 i*yMJjci 01'JjU Aemilia Campan- DCUZUlXUiU P1»11 +— o 10 x xy OGw J. U. X 11 X Cv
States Etruria ia o&Dxnx u xum
UXULIX IQf it xucii tun Lucani
a
Calabria
Apulia
40 54350 35 65 90 13 79 10
—
37
41 53686 30 58 76 13 70 8 31
43 53041 19 56 75 13 66 8 19
43 53401 18 56 74 11 64 8 18
44 51773 18 54 73 11 64 7 17
45 51144 18 51 70 11 64 7
—
17
46 50530 16 47
r*ft59 11 58 5 15
47 49890 15 44 57 11 57 5 15
48 49358 15 44 56 10 56 5 15
49 48634 14 43 54 10 56 5 15
50 47984 13 43 53 9 56 5 15
51 47336 9 35 43 8 46 4 13
53 46663 8 34 43 8 46 4 13
53 45973 8 34 40 7 44 4 13
54 45358 8 34 40 7 44 4 13
55 44519 8 33 38 7 43 3 13
56 43756 7 30 36 7 37 3 11
57 43986 7 36 35 7 36 3 11
58 43143 7 36 35 7 36 3 11
59 41380 7 36 31 7 36 3 11
60 40389 7 36 38 7 36 3 11
1

43.
(TABLE III) FEMALE
Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number
living living living living living living living living
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabin i tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
bl oy4bu o 22 a is 2 5
53 AO on 33 Ao 19 3 5
63 i5 roi f o 31 AQ 19 3 5
C A64 Ra 31 AO 19 3 5
65 1 RTCA 1? 9 on3U 31 AO 19 3 5
66 eO 1 r 17 AD 15 3 4
D f RV T 7 T 7 6 14 3 4
CObo Oil o« R9 1 7JL r T Alb Aw 13 3 4
COby RO T RID 14 Aw 13 1 4
rU R 15 14 A 1 4
71 37585 4 10 10 4 9 U
io
73 36133 4 9 8 4 9 3
73 34619 4 8 8 3 \i 3
74 33068 4 6 8 3 9 3
75 31453 4 6 8 3 9 3
76 19786 3 5 7 3 8 3
77 18104 3 5 6 3 8 3
78 16409 3 4 6 3 8 3
79 14735 3 3 5 3 8 2
80 13010 3 3 5 3 8 3

43
.
(TABLE III) F EHAL E
Number *» villi S-J \J <L TJiiTri'h f3 ¥'.V dill +J w X Winn"ha 7* TTunVh tIN Mill k/WX X* wUU Numb pi* TTuiYi'b 6s ¥X J ^41 J 1 w W A
Age
living XXV XIi£, T i vino"XX V XIAg, XXV Xllg^ XXV Xlxg, XXV XI- ii living XXV XI.
United XJclX xuQ UCLUjpcill"* oaiiui x uni oioxxy OttX CL 111 lc»
States ill ururxa XcL DcLOXIlX xxuui
UZQuxlcti ir xuenuxTi Lucan i
a
Calabria
. —
Apulia
81 11364 3
—
3
.
3 3 2 1
83 9773 3 3 3 3 1
83 8338 3 3 1 3 2 1
84 7010 3 3 1 3 p 1
85 5810 3 3 1 3 o 1
86 4726 3 3 3 o 1
87 3773 3 3 3 3 1
88 3957 3 3 3 3 1
89 3371 3 3 1 3 1
90 1708 3 3 1 3 1
91 1354 3 1 1
QP 898 3 1 1
SO 636 3 1 1
Oft 433 3 1 1
377 1 1 1
96 iiO 1 1 1
97 107 1 1 1
98 63 1 1 1
99 35 1 1 1
100
19 1 1 1
101 10
103 5

44,
(TABLE III) FEMALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Pioenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
13430 5 1 2 1
1 5322 15 5 6 6 5 1
2 2838 8 8 13 3 6 3 1
3 1859 14 4 8 3 7 2 1
4 1320 9 5 13 9 2
5 675 6 4 11 1 2
6 656 6 6 12 4 1
7 652 6 6 6 3 6
8 634 8 4 12 2 2 1
9 616 5 5 6 1 8 1
10 564 6 6 4 1 2 Q 1
11 449 6 5 8 8 1 3
12 284 3 5 7 7
13 203 6 8 11 2 3 1
14 204 7 7 4 5 5 1 1
15 318 11 9 10 4 4
16 397 8 5 7 3 8 1 1
17 556 3 8 17 11 5
18 568 7 8 24 4 7 2
19 591 14 7 9 5 4 2
20 597 11 12 19 5 6 3 1
J
145.
(TABLE III) TP ¥J? JE. MAT.H A Jj JSi
Annual iiXiliUctX Annus
1
Annus T Annual Annual Annual
deaths U.CA 01*0 deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
Age United jjdo i urn Aemilia Campan- Sicilv Sardin—
States Etruria ia Oau J. 11 J. + ? urn ia
Umbria r X L> c XI ui;i Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
31 617 10 6 9 3 3 1 3
33 636 5 10 13 9 5 3
33 694 3 15 15 3 5 1 2
24 697 9 8 14 1 4
25 696 9 7 34 4 10 1 1
36 695 3 9 8 3 5 1 3
37 681 7 11 8 1 3 1 1
38 677 7 3 13 4 1 1 5
39 670 3 7 10 1 1
30 669 8 14 35 2 13 1 3
31 670 3 4 . 3 1 1 1
32 670 4 4 7 3 4 3
33 673 3 3 3 1
34 683 3 3 1 1 1
35 697 7 7 8 1 13 3 1
36 698 5 3 1 1
37 698 1 7 1 1 3 1
38 699 1 3 3
39 699 3 1 1
40 664 5 7 14 9 3 6
41 645 1 3 1 4 3

(TABLE III) r Jii M a b jj
Annual Annuax Annii a.1 Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths Licet uilo deaths deaths dp&ths deaths deaths deaths
"6s United Aemilia Campan- iJCWUil wU.il "Brut— Sicilv Sardinia^
States Etruria ia Ra*h I n 1 + ^ nmu a. UU1
Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
43 640 1 1 1 3 1
43 639 3 3 1 1
44 638 .0 3 3
45 634 3 4 11 6 3 3
46 630 1 3 3 1
47 633 1 1 1
48 634 1 1 3
49 640 1 1 1
50 658 4 8 10 1 10 1 3
51 664 1 1 1 1
53 889 3 1 3
53 715
54 739 3 3 1 1
55 763 1 3 3 6 1 1
56 790 4 1 1
57 834
58 ©ftp 4
59 891 3
60 939 1 6 6 1 17 6
61 965
I

47.
(TABLE III) F E M ALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual**X*X1 Annual Annual
deaths deat lis deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
United A emi 1 ia Cam"Dan
—
Brut— Sicilv Sardiiv
Age States TT+.TUTia ia Sahini + \ UTTi ia
TJmbria Pi nftnurex ivy viiwu4i Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
63 978
—— —
1 aU u
63 1046 1 aU Au
64 1104 U Au
65 1166 3 4 A4r AU 1
66 1309 1 AU
67 1370 .0 1 1 Au
68 1336 2 3 Au 1
69 1378 A
70 1433 1 5 4 3 4 1 1
71 1463 1 3
r\U
72 1504 1 1 Au
73 1551 2 Au
74 1616 aU
75 1666 2 1 1 1 1
76 1683 1
77 1695 1
78 1684 1 1
79 1715
80 1646 1 3 6 1
81 1591 c
82 1445 1

48.
(TABLE III) FEMALE
Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths deaths
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Luoania
Calabria
Apulia
83 1318
84 1300
85 1084 1 1
86 953
87 816
88 686 1
89 563
SO 454 3 1 1
o o
•SO 272 o
93 303 u o
94 146 1
95 101
96 69
97 44
98 38
99 16
100 9 1
1 1
101 5
103 3

49.
(TABLE IV) F E MALE
Expect- Expect— Expect— Exx>ec t— Expect— Expect— Expect— ExDec t—
ancy CullW J CLXXVs J CUlw J ATI f!V Cull v> Culw Jf
of life of life of life of life of lifeW JL X X J. W of life of life of life iw X X X X w
Age United- Aemilia Campan- gomry i urn Prut— Ulvll
J
Sard i n 1 s
States Etruria ia KJdk/ XXX X + 1 11171
urnona i X w wXX IXUX Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
43.91 19.58 37.61 35.86 33.06 30.86 27.41
—
35,31
1 48.49 18.94 36.70 34.97 31,06 39.98 26.^-1 34.31
3 50.64 19.05 36.13 34.39 31.18 39.58 25.4-1 33.70
3 51,45 18.67 35.81 33.98 30.76 39.30 26.68 33.19
4 51.69 18.79 35.15 33.41 30.14 39.17 27. 37 33.67
5 51.59 18.54 34.58 33.11 19.14 39.31 28.22 31.67
6 51.05 18.05 33.91 33.71 18.33 28.57 27.22 30.67
7 50.50 17.56 33.43 33.37 18.04 27.70 26.22 39.67
8 49.94 17.08 33.93 31.70 17.58 27.45 25.22 38.67
9 49.37 16.77 33.35 31.36 16.94 36.71 35.10 37.67
10 48.79 16.30 31.66 30.69 16.11 36.73 35.01 26.67
11 48.17 15.73 31.15 19.91 15.38 35.98 34.01 36.90
13 47.47 15.34 30.56 19.33 15.67 34.98 23.93 36.33
13 46.66 14.50 19.96 18.70 14.67 34.85 33.93 35.33
14 45.80 14.01 19.61 18.37 14.01 34.23 31,93 34.73
15 44.93 13.60 19.18 17.48 13.88 33.85 31.78 34.13
16 44.13 13.58 18.93 16.98 13,60 33.36 30.78 23.13
17 43.38 13.33 18.35 16.34 13.16 23.39 30.63 33.50
18 43.73 13.60 18.03 16.30 14.48 23.06 19,63 31.50

50.
(TABLE IV) FEMALE
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
of life of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United Latium Aenilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia.
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
19 43.07 12 26XO « OU 17.71 16,53 14.48 33.02 18.63 31.33
30 41.44 1 ?.J.G . UO 17 32 16,03 14.85 22.58 17.63 30.96
21 40.80 x0 iSO 1 7 41X 1 , T^X 16.17 15.41 32,43 19.07 20.33
22 40.17 T % 2£ 16.98XVJ . C w 15. 74 15.09 31.86 19.00 20.08
33mfW 39.55 T 2 Q7 16.95XVJ , >.' v. 15.58Jh» W 9 WW 17.84 21.59 18.00 19.85
34 38.97 1 2 PR 17. 55XI ww 15.59 18.46 31.33 17.93 19.64
35 38.38 T 7.49XI 15 15.61 18.04 30.94 16.93 18.64
36«rW 37.80 xO • xc T 7 34XI, w*Z 16. 58 19.64 31.53 16.83 18.03
37 37.31 1 P 7P 17 ^1XI, <--X 16.31Xw t w J. 21.04 21.39 16.79 18,18
38 CO .Ox 13,15 18,08 16.07 Pfi QTav . S7x 16. 81XUt ox 1 7 59XI, «JW
39 36.00 13.83 17.38 16.36 34.33 20.08 16.90 18,78
30 35.39 13.63 17,46 16.34 33.33 19.25 15.90 18,26
31 34.78 15.11 18.93 18.63 34,91 20.37 16.00 18.25
33 34.16 15.34 18,73 18.08 35,43 19.56 15.00 17.75
33 33.54 15,93 18,56 18.19 38.0 19.33 14.00 18.37
34 33.93 14.92 18,30 17.51 37.0 18.70 13.00 17.95
35 33.30 14,80 17,85 16.67 36.0 17.88 13.00 17.53
36 31.69 17,65 18.47 16.97 36.96 19.31 14.13 17.12
37 31.08 16,65 17,47 16.83 35.96 18„76 14.5 16.71
38 30.46 16,30 18.33 16,01 37.08 18.20 13.5 16.31

51.
(TABLE IV) FEMALE
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancy ancy anoy ancy ancy ancy ancy
of life of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
39 29.84 15.30 17.48 15.53 36.08 17,65
La . D 15.31
40 29.22 14.30 17.00 14.68 25.08 16,86
11. 5 14.31
41 28.57 16,75 18.00 16.30 24.08 17.97
13.25 17.36
43 37.91 16.60 17.63 15.51 23.08 18,03
lc.35 18.02
43 37.35 16.50 16.63 14.71 34.13 17,57
11.25 18.00
44 36.57 15.50 16.33 14.11 33.13 16,57
11.78 18.03
45 35.89 14.50 16.14 13.50 33.13 15,57
10.78 17.03
46 35.31 15.25 16,47 14.93 31,13 16,13
13.9 18.23
47 34.53 15.33 16.56 14.43 30,13 15,41
1<&.9 17.23
48 33.83 14.33 15.56 13.67 31,10 14,67
11.9 16.23
49 33.13 14.31 14.91 13.16 30,10 13.67 10.9 15.33
50 33.43 14.37 13.91 13.40 21.27 13.67
9.9 14.33
51 31.74 19.38 15.98 14.17 22.87 14.33
11.25 15.34
53 21.04 30.75 15.44 13.50 21.87 13.32 10.25 15.58
53 30.35 19.75 14.44 13.15 23.92 13.90
9.25 14.58
54 19.66 18.75 13.44 13.15 22.93 11.90
8.25 13.58
55 18.98 17.75 13.35 11.76 31.93 11.17
9.83 13.58
56 18.30 19.31 13.10 11.38 30.93 11.90
13.5 12.68
57 17.63 18.31 14.03 10.70 19.93 11.22
12.5 11.68
58 16.96 17.31 13.03 9.70 18.93 10.32
11.5 10.68

53.
(TABLE IV) FEMALE
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
of life of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samniura Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apulia
oy lb .31 lb. ol Q RR 17-92XI. w «J 9.33 10.5 9.68
bU J.D .bb ic pi Q R9 16.92 8.32 9.5 8.68
ol ID • UX 1 ft RfiXO. OD 1 7 PO 18.66 14.13 8.5 17.5
Do T R RRXD» DO T 2 PO 10-45XW . 17.66 13.13 7.5 16.5
DO T 74.XO . f * It* oo n 20 9-92 16.66 13.13 6.5 15.5
XO • X<&
, lb • o i o pn R Q2 15. 66 11.13 5.5 14,5
bo IP R1 Q 20 7-92 14.66 10.13 4.5 13.5
bb TARlit o Q 73 8.67 13.66 11.70 3.5 15.75
67 11.34 13,5 8.73 7.67 12. 66
n t RXX . O 2-5 1 A rye14. (D
68 10.77 13.5 7.73 7.12 11.66 11.34 1.5 13.75
69 10.23 11.5 7.70 7.07 10.66 10.34 1.5 13.75
70 9.68 10.5 6.70 6.07 9.66 9.34 .5 11.75
71 9.16 13. 8.80 7.30 13.25 13.27 0. 14.5
78 8.65 11. 8.73 8,00 13.35 11.37 13.5
73 8.14 10. 8.75 7.00 15.16 10.27 13.5
74 7.66 9. 10.5 6.00 14,16 9.27 11.5
75 7.20 8. 9.5 5.00 13.16 8.27 10.5
76 6.76 14.5 10.30 4.64 12.16 8.25 14.5
77 6.34 13.5 9.30 4.33 11.16 7.35 13.5
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(TABLE IV) F E MALE
Expect- ExDect— Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancv ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
of life of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United Aemilia Campan- Samnium Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabin
i
tium
Umbria Picenum Lucani
a
Calabria
Apulia
78 5.95 12.5 10.5 3.33 10.16 6,25 ±a a «->
79 5.57 11.5 12.83 2.90 9.16 5,25 111 vJ
80 5.24 10.5 11.83 1,90 8.16 4,25
in r
81 4.92 9.5 16.5 3.0 7.16 14.
5
xxs
.
o
82 4.64 8.5 15.5 2,0 6.16 13.5 AO , w>
83 4.36 7.5 14.5 2.5 5.16 12.5 17. 5
84 4.09 6.5 13.5 1.5 4.16 11-5A Jit V
85 3.83 5.5 12.5 .5 3.16 10.5 xo. c>
86 3.59 4.5 11.5 0. 3.5 9.5 Its. O
87 3.37 3.5 10.5 2,5 8.5 lO, O
88 3.16 2.5 9,5 1.5 7.5
TO c
89 2.97 1.5 8.6 1,5 6.5 il«
90 2.78 .5 7.5 ,5 5.5
TO C
91 2.61 0. 6.5 0. 9,5
Q CI
92 2.44 5.5 8.5 o, O
93 2.29 4.5 7.5 7,5
94 2.14 3.5 6,5 6.5
95 2.01 5.5 5,5
c c
«3« C

54.
(TABLE IV) FEMALE
Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect- Expect-
ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy ancy
of life of life of life of life of life of life of life of life
Age United Latium Aemilia Campan- Samniura Brut- Sicily Sardinia
States Etruria ia Sabini tium
Umbria Picenum Lucania
Calabria
Apul ia
96 1.88 4,5 4.5 4.5
97 1.76 3.5 3.5 3.5
98 1.64 3.5 2.5 3.5
99 1.55 1.5 1.5 1.5
100 1.44 .5 .5 .5
101 1.30 0. 0. 0.
103 1.10
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